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Offering even more value for collections - four projects created especially for you.
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You will need one 8 x 6 inch photo.
1. Push out your damask shape from the Maya Rd chipboard – Paint with
black paint and set to dry – you can dry this with a heat gun if you are
impatient.
2. Trim your Basic grey paper to 6 x 12 – adhere to the pink back of one of
your GCD patterned papers.
3. Using double sided tape run a ribbon strip across the middle – use your
lavender grosgrain.
4. Adhere your photo to the top - This photo has been edited in PSE using hue and saturation to make changes to give the dusky appearance
which worked perfectly with these papers. A sepia photo would be great
here too.
5. Randomly apply the white rub ons to the painted black chipboard. Once
you are happy with the result place your pieces on to a plastic sheet .
6. Use dimensional magic over the top of each chipboard piece – add
sparingly – you can draw the dimensional magic out to the edge with a pin
rather than over apply. Use a pin to prick any air holes that come up.
7. Set aside to dry for a few hours – over night is best.
8. Adhere your title – using the Heidi Swapp iron ons and Basic grey
stickers. The irons ons don’t need to be ironed! You can just pull them apart
and use normal glue for attaching.
9. Take the base of your chipboard piece that you punched your damask
shape from and use it as a guide for placing your glossy chipboard shapes.
10. Use a good glue to adhere.
11. Add a date sticker.

Extra Products Needed - black paint, dimensional magic, pin, double sided tape, good clear drying glue, PSE - optional.

Play Station Bonding by Suz Doyle -

You will need one 6 x 4 inch photo

1. Use plain white cardstock as your base.
2. Cut three rectangles measuring 4x2” from three Urban Prairie papers –
Bluebird, Wildflowers, and from the top part of Monarch. Line them up and
adhere approx 1.25” from the bottom of your page.
3. Add your photo above these on the left hand side, and a 6x4” panel of
the Scenic Route script to the right hand side.
4. Adhere a Luxe journalling spot over the top so that it just overlaps the
photo and two of the bottom panels. Arrange your title using different sizes
and colours of the BasicGrey alpha stickers inside the journalling spot.
5.
Paint your Maya Road ‘together’ chipboard word in yellow (Making
Memories Lemon) and chipboard flower in Teal and Lemon. When dry spritz
these with Gold Glimmer Mist.
6.
Adhere the word to your page below the journalling spot, and the
flower just to the left of it.
7. Handwrite your journalling on the white cardstock, making sure your
left margin lines up with the left hand side of the Scenic Route panel. Draw
lines and journal with grey lead first if necessary, then go over it with a fine
aqua marker.
Extra Products Needed - White Cardstock, yellow paint, teal paint, gold glimmer mist, fine tip aqua marker
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Love by Jill Geraghty-Groves -

You will need One 6 x 4 inch photo

1. Cut patterned paper approx 9” x 6” and attach to
centre of layout
2. Cut contrasting paper to a size approximately 1”
wider than your photo on each side. Attach to layout.
3. Attach title to centre as shown.
4. Cut a strip of ricrac long enough to overlap your
photo and attach to layout.
5. Cut a strip of wide ribbon approximately 12” long .
Attach centre of ribbon to layout and attach each end
of ribbon to the approximate size of photo. Carefully
“pleat” ribbon to add depth to layout.
6. Paint small chipboard square, flourish and heart and
attach to layout as shown.
p
7. Attach velvet flowers to each side of chipboard
frame.
8. Finally, ink or paint around edge of layout.

Extra Products Needed - Ink or Paint for edge.

Devils By Tracy Wyldman -

You will need one 4 1/2 x 6 1/2 inch photo

1. Use the BG Urban Prairie Bluebird for the background.
2. Using the GCD Pink Swirlies paper cut a piece 8 ¼” x 3 ½” and adhere to the lower edge of the
page.
3. Using the GCD Starry Starry Night paper cut a piece 10” x 4 ½” and adhere approx. 3” from the
left hand side of the page over the top of the pink paper.
4. Using the BG Hayloft paper cut a piece 8” x 4” and adhere approx. 3” from the bottom edge of
the page.
5. Using the BG Wild Flowers paper cut a piece 6 ½” x 8” and cut along the pattern of the right
side edge.
Matt your photo on this piece and adhere approx. 1 ½” from the bottom edge and approx. 4”
from the left hand edge of the page.
6. Using one of the tags from the Luxe Design sheet of tags, create your title and adhere to the
left side of the page.
7. Use the Heidi Swapp plastic alphas to elaborate on your title.
8. Run a strip of the Velvet Ric Rac ribbon to the lower edge of the page.
9. Add some Maya Road rub ons to the upper left had corner of the papers.
10. Add some Kaiser bling to the lower and right side of the page along with a Maya Road
Blossom.
You page is complete; I hope you enjoyed creating your project ?

Extra Products Needed - Black Ink for edges (optional)

